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WELCOME TO NURSEPORTFOLIO

Nurseportfolio is a fully featured ePortfolio platform developed by NZ nurses for NZ nurses. The College of Nurses Aotearoa is pleased to provide this platform as an alternative, contemporary way of completing a professional nursing portfolio.

Background/ journey/ collaboration.
Nurseportfolio.nz

• Background
• Current situation
• Massey University NP students ‘Institution’
ePortfolio > Nurseportfolio.nz

**Background**

**Pilot and development**

2012

Ngā Manukura o Āpōpō (NMoĀ).

Māori Nursing and Midwifery Workforce Development Programme

**Project team**

Sector experts in nursing portfolios and PDRP including representation from Nursing Council NZ

**Launch**

June 2013

Formal launch of the NMoĀ ePortfolio site

**Winner Learn X Awards gold medal**

for social learning platform 2013
Transfer of hosting

January 2017

College of Nurses Aotearoa

Full review of the site
RE-THEMING
Development of NEW HELP GUIDES

Testing, revising, redesigning.
Adding more ‘COLLECTIONS’

LAUNCH 2017
February
Nurseportfolio.nz
‘Institutions’

2017

Linking to organisations who want their own portfolios.

Tailored collections to fit institution and regulatory requirements.
Central updates

2017 onwards...

Supporting nurses to complete their portfolio requirements using today's technology

Making it easy for nurses being audited by Nursing Council of New Zealand
Adaptable, transferable, transportable.

The details

01 Adaptable to all needs
- Recertification audit
- PDRP
- NP registration

02 Tailored collections
- RN: clinical, clinical mgmt., mgmt., research, education, policy
- NP

03 Share
Share your portfolio with colleagues, managers, assessors, on the site or by URL

04 Export
Moving? Easy…export your portfolio
Mahara mobile
Save to Mahara Mobile, sync when you reconnect to the site

Networks / groups
Link to colleagues or specialty groups

Links and resources
Specific for your NZ nursing portfolio development needs

CV / resume builder
Build your CV on the site
Tailored help guides

Developed in collaboration with Catalyst IT

Supporting nurses to learn how to create and update their portfolios

Help guides are easily accessible and explain concepts step by step
What's an institution?

- Organisation within Nurseportfolio.nz
- Organisations can tailor settings to their own needs
- Organisational templates can be set up

What's a collection?

- Series of pre-designed and formatted pages making up a portfolio
- Nurses can have any number of portfolio collections
APPLICATION for registration as NP

2016

ePortfolio for x1 NP applicant piloted successfully in 2016
Approved by NCNZ for use nationally
NPTP class of 2016 submitted electronically

2017

Move to Nurseportfolio.nz
College of Nurses Aotearoa support – not all NP applicants have membership
Students
34 post graduate students (not all in NPTP)

NCNZ requirements
Course assessments are portfolio entries matched to NP competencies

Tailored collection
NP applicant guidelines incorporated throughout

Technology
Allows sharing via URL
Easy verification of evidence
What was the outcome?

NP students…response…

Student response
Agog at how brilliant the site is

Student response
Extremely grateful that it’s been set up for them

Student response
Easy and transparent
Has de-mystified the portfolio requirements

What next?
Connects students to the College of Nurses Aotearoa and NPNZ as their professional body
Where do we go from here?

What's next?

For NP students

NP applicant collection to reflect recent Nursing Council changes (i.e. the 6 domains)

For the College membership

To have the NP student collection publicly available

For the College

Keep up to date and make the collections reflect what Registered nurses and nurse practitioners need in an easy to maintain portfolio
Create more ‘institutions’
Thankyou
For more information on Nurseportfolio.nz
Contact: Admin@nurse.org.nz
www.nurse.org.nz